Closing Date
12th May 2016
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Singapore presents

Truly Engaging
Interactive Professional Development

Robyn Jackson
Author of

Never Work Harder Than
Your Students

Lectures on Thursday, 2nd June 2016
1. 8am - 12pm
2. 1.30pm - 5.15pm
Venue: Victoria Junior College (Lecture Theatre 1)
Workshop on Friday, 3rd June 2016
8am – 3pm
Venue: Millennia Institute (The Hall)
Dr Robyn R Jackson is passionate about the profession of teaching. She helps teachers and administrators
understand the principles of mastery teaching and shows them how to apply these principles in order to
help every student succeed. As a former high school English teacher and middle school administrator, she
refined these principles on her own journey to become a master teacher.
As a best-selling author, internationally recognized keynote speaker, and professional developer, she
provides step-by-step advice and strategies on how to use these same principles to become or help others
become master teachers. Because she believes that every child deserves a master teacher and that any
teacher can become a master teacher with the right kind of support and practice, she started Mindsteps™
Inc., a professional development firm located in Washington, DC to provide the right kind of practice for
teachers and the administrators who lead them. She doesn't just want to change how we teach; Dr Jackson
wants to change the way that we think about teaching.
A nationally recognized keynote speaker and consultant: Dr Jackson is an internationally recognised
keynote speaker and consultant. She has worked with school districts, non-profit organizations, and state
departments of education throughout the US and abroad to help schools develop sustainable approaches
to professional development and increased students’ achievement. Her books are translated into four
languages.
Dr Jackson is the author of 10 books including Never Work Harder than Your Students and Other Principles
of Great Teaching, The Differentiation Workbook: A step-by-step guide to creating lessons that help every
student meet the standards, How to Plan Rigorous Instruction and How to Motivate Resistant Learners.

Lectures and Workshop by Robyn Jackson
Registration Deadlines
Priority to ASCD (Singapore) Members: Please register by 22nd March 2016
Closing Dates for All: 12th May 2016 (or when seats are full)

LECTURES ON Thursday, 2 JUNE 2016
Venue: Centre for Performing Arts 1, ACS (Independent), 121 Dover Road, Singapore 139650

Lecture 1: For Teachers

From Differentiation to Customization
Time: 8.00 am to 12.00 pm (Registration starts at 7.30 am)
One of the biggest myths about differentiated instruction is that in order to differentiate, you have to
create 3 separate lesson plans -- one for the accelerated students, one for the academic students, and one
for the technical students. But what if you could create ONE lesson plan that met the diverse learning
needs of EVERY student in your classroom. In this interactive lecture, learn how to do just that. In fact,
you'll learn exactly how to:
 create ONE customizable lesson plan that meets the learning needs of every student in your
classroom, even if you don't know exactly what each individual students' learning needs are.
 identify the learning needs of your students quickly and effectively, which works great if you have
a large number of students all with different needs.
 design learning environments that empower students to take ownership over and responsibility
for their own learning.
 Quickly assess students' needs and make adjustments on the spot without stress, chaos, or
confusion.
By the time you've completed this training, you'll have the exact roadmap to creating customizable lessons
that support and challenge ALL students without creating a lot of extra work for you in the process.

Lecture 2: For Instructional Leaders

Building Master Teachers
Time: 1.30 pm to 5.15 pm (Registration starts at 1.00 pm)
As school leaders, it is our job to grow and develop our teachers. But it is often difficult to change teachers'
behavior, especially in a way that respects their professionalism and yields lasting results. In this interactive
lecture, you'll learn a new model of leadership, one that is proven to impact teacher behavior and help all
of your teachers become master teachers. Robyn Jackson will lead you through a 3 part process that will
help you:
 Identify the teaching behaviors you should be focusing on (and which ones you shouldn't focus on)
 Use a somewhat counter-intuitive approach to determine the best place to start with a teacher if
you really want to have an impact on his/her practice
 Map out the exact steps you should take to design a leadership approach that will have the best
chance of succeeding
 Leverage feedback, accountability, support, and school culture to significantly impact teacher
behavior and help all the teachers you serve become master teachers.
By the end of this session, you will have everything you need to help a challenging teacher not only
improve, but be truly committed to becoming a master teacher.

REGISTRATION FEES FOR LECTURES
Fees
Institute Members

Fees
Life and Ordinary Members

Fees
Non-Members

S$120.00 per teacher OR
S$1,000.00 for 10 teachers

S$120.00 per member

(inclusive of S$30 Ordinary
membership fee valid until 31/12/16.)

(from your school only)

S$150.00

WORKSHOP ON Friday, 3rd JUNE 2016
Venue: Auditorium No 1, ACS (Independent), 121 Dover Road, Singapore 139650

How to Plan Rigorous Instruction
Time: 8.00 am to 3.00 pm (Registration starts at 7.30 am)
Everyone agrees that we need more rigorous instruction, but HOW to increase rigor in a way that is
supportive is something with which many of us struggle. In this hands-on interactive workshop, Robyn
Jackson will take you step by step through the very simple process of increasing rigor and supporting
students as they deepen their thinking in highly rigorous ways. You'll learn:
 What rigor is... and what it isn't. The difference is critical if you truly want REAL rigor in your
classroom.
 The exact steps you need to take to increase the level of rigor for your students. Once you learn
these steps, you'll never struggle to increase rigor again.
 Specific strategies for scaffolding students through the four stages of rigor. Use these strategies to
ensure that all your students will successfully reach higher levels of rigor.
 Exactly what rigor will look like for your classroom. You'll have the chance to apply everything you
learn to your own lessons right in the workshop.
By the time you have completed this workshop, you'll not only know exactly what rigor looks like and how
to move all students to higher levels of rigor, you'll have had the opportunity to practice what you've
learned on your own materials and your own lessons. That way, you'll have practical and REAL examples
you can immediately use in your own classroom.

REGISTRATION FEES FOR WORKSHOP
Fees
Institute Members

Fees
Life and Ordinary Members

S$300.00 per teacher

S$300.00 per member

(from your school only)

(maximum 5 teachers at member rate)

Fees
Non-Members
S$330.00
(inclusive of S$30 Ordinary
membership fee valid until 31/12/16.)

